Rx8 engine diagram

There is no single item that can be changed to double the engine life. It requires four changes
AND your adherence to common maintenances that all cars require oil changes, air filter
service, etc. A quick philosophical aside: How can we make a few recommendations that can
improve the car in major foundational ways, but the manufacturer cannot? The rotary engine is
a unique design. Mazda required every small improvement possible to get the car to pass
emissions for eight years or 80, miles. The changes we are discussing make enough of a
difference across enough cars that the RX-8 would never have come to America. The sum total
of those requirements pushes the engine to the unreliable side. Fortunately, with a little
education and a few affordable changes, the RX-8 can be far longer lived. Oil has a simple
purpose in an engine. Control heat and lubricate parts. Traditional non-synthetic oils have come
a long ways. The drive to improve oil performance is from the manufacturers. By reducing the
viscosity of the oil, they can get fractional improvements in fuel efficiency. Even 0. With this
mindset, the boundary is commonly pushed a little too far. Too thin and the engine will suffer.
Fortunately, this is a simple change. The original viscosity rating for the oil is 5W Oil viscosity is
a thickness rating. In short, it tells us how sticky the oil is. Viscosity rating is a directly
proportional figure. If we double the viscosity number, we double the measured thickness. As
for our modern oils, we use what is known as a multi weight. The oil has a sliding viscosity
index with temperature. At lower ambient temperatures, the oil has a flow rating of the lower
number. At full operating temperature, the rating is the higher number. Obviously that would be
a 20 rating. What does the thinner oil do for an engine? It is easier to pump so it requires less
mechanical effort to push it through the system. It can be drawn into the pump easier so
establishing oil pressure may be quicker. In essence, engine efficiency can be improved with
lighter oil. Of course, go too thin and metal parts will wear at an accelerated rate or fail
altogether. How do we know if the oil is too thin? The main bearings of a rotary engine will tell
the tale. We see far too many engines with too much wear. In fact, the single oil cooler model
cars are showing bare copper in only 30, miles. Bearing wear will allow parts to move out of
alignment and accelerate their wear. Eventually, the engine fails. These bearings are direct carry
overs from their rotary ancestors. The bearing dimensions did not change nor did their basic
load. What did change was the oil viscosity. Race cars have to be torn down more often that
street cars. We noticed excessive bearing wear almost immediately. We changed to 10W30 and
the problem dramatically reduced. There are other factors as well like oil quality and oil
temperature. Those factors aside, bearing wear was reduced or eliminated by simply changing
the type of oil and being vigilant on keeping the level full. Real world gas mileage is unaffected.
There might be some fractional improvement somewhere that when averaged out across tens of
thousands of cars improved the CAFE corporate average fuel economy or some micro
improvement in cold or hot start emissions. Those are all manufacturer level concerns, not ours
at the owners level. As for synthetic vs. Another alternative is 5W It is also a common weight
and has the easy pumping ability when the engine is cold. In colder climates, that is likely a
valid option. Either way you chose, the hot temperature viscosity is most important. Be advised,
oil change places will not encourage this. Fear not, your engine will thank you. Regulating
temperature is very important on all engines. In a perfect world, temperature would be held at an
exact level at all times. Obviously we have to make a window of safe operating temperature.
This is determined by the thermostat for regulation, the radiator for dissipation of the heat, the
water pump for moving the coolant and the fan system for slow speed air flow. The factory
water thermostat opening temperature is a very reasonable degrees. The physical size and
capacity of the cooling system parts are very reasonable. Unfortunately, Mazda set the fan
temperature exceedingly high. The high-speed mode kicks on at degrees. Our suggestion is an
easy fix, install a fan control kit. This system adds a dedicated circuit to engage the fans at
approximately degrees. The installation takes less than an hour. The final installation is
non-intrusive and has no ill effects whatsoever. Oil temperature is one of the least known areas
of concern on cars. The oil cooler style, size and placement have changed over the years. Some
have a large single cooler, some two smaller units, and some have one fairly small unit. As with
any cooling system, they have a thermostat regulating the bypass temperature. On the RX-8, the
thermostat begins opening at degrees and is fully open at degrees. Regulating the temperature
this high makes sense to Mazda for micro emission and marginal fuel efficiency reasons.
Unfortunately it dramatically affects engine life. Rubber parts suffer, bearing life is reduced and
general operating characteristics are affected. In hotter weather, the water cooling aspect of the
engine struggles to cope with the lack of proper oil cooling. The fix is as simple as unscrewing
the original oil thermostat and installing a replacement. Our preference is to install a degree
replacement. This is a 40 degree reduction in opening temperature. It is worth a read to
understand what is oil metering, what is premixing and why it needs to be done to your RX
Without any doubt whatsoever, those that get into the habit of premixing their RX-8 will get

huge benefits in the long run. We recommend adding 4oz of premix per 10 gallons of fuel.
Synthetic premix is the preference, but any quality product will be just fine. We hope you find
this information beneficial. These four simple changes make all the difference in the world. Not
one single item makes all the improvement. It is the truly the sum total. Look to
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Non-necessary Non-necessary. The Mazda RX-8 is a sports car manufactured by Japanese
automobile manufacturer Mazda between and It is the successor to the RX-7 [ citation needed ]
and, like its predecessors in the RX range, it is powered by a rotary Wankel engine. The RX-8
was available for sale in North America from the model year. Mazda announced on August 23, ,
that the RX-8 was to be discontinued citing model year to be the last year of its availability. The
RX-8 was removed from the European market in after the car failed to meet emissions
standards. Due to falling sales from Europe coupled with rising Yen prices, Mazda could not
justify the continued sale of the RX-8 in other markets. After , Mazda suffered from a relatively
undistinguished and ordinary product line in the US except for the MX-5 Miata. As popular
interest in import tuning and performance cars resurged in the lates due in part to various
popular cultural influences, Japanese automakers waded back into the performance and sports
car market in the US and in worldwide markets. In addition, Mazda endeavored to rejuvenate
itself around this time, partially with financial and management assistance from its new owner
Ford , and successfully developed a new product line of high quality cars with desirable styling
and superior driving dynamics compared to their competitors, beginning with the Mazda6 and
followed by the Mazda3 , paving the way for the arrival of Mazda's next-generation rotary
powered sports car. The RX-8 combined two previous products the internationally sold RX-7,
and the Cosmo which was exclusive to Japan , with the exterior dimensions of the RX-8 to be
slightly smaller than those of the Cosmo. Mazda chose not to install the 2. In Japan, sales were
affected by the fact that the RX-8 did not comply with Japanese Government's dimension
regulations , and Japanese buyers were liable for yearly taxes for driving a larger car. The rotary
engine had financial advantages to Japanese consumers in that the engine displacement
remained below 1. However, a " skunkworks project " engineering team within Mazda kept the
development of the 13B-MSP alive using an elongated MX-5 chassis known internally as
"gokiburi-ka", or "cockroach car" translated to English, eventually catching the attention of
management, which was by then heavily influenced by Ford. The styling was further refined, in
Mazda tradition, by competition between its design studios in Japan, the US, and Europe. A
near-production "reference exhibit" RX-8 was shown shortly thereafter at the Tokyo Motor Show
, pending final approval for production. The production version of the RX-8 closely resembles
this vehicle save for minor trim details, and "Job 1" began in February, at Mazda's Hiroshima
plant in Japan. The car has a near front-rear weight distribution and a low polar moment of
inertia , achieved by mounting the engine behind the front axle and by placing the fuel tank
ahead of the rear axle. The front suspension uses double wishbones and the rear suspension is
multi-link. Weight is trimmed through the use of materials such as aluminum and plastic for
several body panels. The rest of the body is made of steel, except for the plastic front and rear
bumpers. The manual gearbox model uses a carbon fiber composite driveshaft to reduce the
rotational mass momentum of inertia connected to the engine. Power is sent to the rear wheels
through a torque-sensing conical limited-slip differential for improved handling. While

underpowered in comparison to the final variant of the RX-7 [ citation needed ] , the RX-8 is
considered its successor as Mazda's rotary engine sports car. A prominent feature of the RX-8
is its rear-hinged "freestyle" doors similar to suicide doors that provide easier access to the
rear seats. The RX-8 has no B-pillars between the front and rear doors, but the leading edge of
the rear door acts as a "virtual pillar" to maintain structural rigidity. Because of the overlapping
design, the rear doors can be opened only when the front doors are open. At launch, the RX-8
was available in various models in different markets around the world. The variations according
to different markets are as follows:. Mazdaspeed RX-8's were considered the highest
performance model of the pre-facelift RX Mechanical and suspension improvements included a
new performance exhaust system, upgraded spark plugs, grounding kit, lightweight flywheel,
re-balanced eccentric shaft, performance brake pads, stiffer anti roll bars, four point front strut
tower brace, rear strut tower brace, as well as a set of height and damping force adjustable
coil-overs. Mazdaspeed also redesigned the aerodynamics of the car, giving it a new front
bumper, with enlarged venting and oil cooler ducting, as well as side skirts, rear under spoiler,
and a rear wing. These accessories included both parts that weren't equipped on factory
Mazdaspeed RX-8's as well as nearly all the parts equipped on the factory Mazdaspeed Version.
This allowed standard RX-8's to be upgraded to Mazdaspeed standards through dealerships
around the world. The kit includes a roll bar, sports radiator, oil-cooler kit, tow hooks, and
racing brake pads. The Shinka takes its name from the Japanese word meaning
"transformation" or "evolution". Sand color parchment leather and suede interior along with
subtly chromed inch wheels. Out of the total production of 2, vehicles, 1, were produced for the
North American market. The most significant mechanical change were slightly revised Bilstein
shocks and suspension cross member injected with urethane foam to improve ride quality.
Launched in , the 'Evolve' was the first special edition for the UK. The new model was named
after the original Mazda concept car seen in Detroit in and was limited to a production run of
just cars. Inside, the Evolve features unique stone leather and alcantara sporty seat trim, plus
black leather-wrapped steering wheel, gear knob and hand-brake lever. This car was jointly
developed with motorsports company Prodrive. Only available with a six-speed manual, it
featured custom spoke alloy wheels supplied by Italian F1 team supplier OZ Racing in "Dark
Silver" finish, mirrors developed to reduce drag, front and rear black mesh grilles, and a rear
spoiler to provide more stability at higher speeds. Both the wheels and rear wing are badged in
carbon fiber with "Prodrive". Finally, the car was supplied with a unique upgraded twin exhaust
system, with exhaust tailpipes branded as "Prodrive". It was available in two colors, Galaxy
Grey and Brilliant Black The Revelation was an Australian special edition of the RX-8 with a
limited production run of cars. The model incorporated the top specification features of the
standard RX-8 with the 9 speaker Bose sound system, leather seats in a sand beige color, more
piano black accents on the interior, and came with the same 13B Renesis rotary engine. The
revelation though, added stiffer anti-roll bars, foam-filled cross members and special edition
grey spoke alloys. It also came with xenon headlights with chrome bezels, while being the first
Mazda sold in Australia with keyless entry and start. The 'Nemesis' model is the third special
edition model launched as a UK exclusive. It was launched in , although some cars were
registered in due to stock runoff. The Nemesis has several other unique exterior and interior
features. Two exclusive colors were available, Copper Red Mica and Stormy Blue Mica, each
Nemesis also comes with a polished aluminum Rotary crest on the front air dam, polished
aluminum side air-outlet trims behind the front wheel arches, special B-pillar trims with a Rotary
crest and 'Nemesis' badging. Inside, these special edition models also featured Nemesis
branded luxury carpet mats and Mazda RX-8 branded aluminum door scuff plates. Each
Nemesis buyer also qualified for a complimentary Prodrive experience day. Just examples were
built, in Copper Red and in Stormy Blue. The Mazdaspeed M'z Tune was focused on
performance without the expense of comfort, and was equipped with a performance exhaust
system, lightweight flywheel, improved radiator, Bilstein shock absorbers, and sport springs.
The car came with a new exclusive aerodynamic kit, featuring a new front lip, side skirts, and
rear lower bumper. Production run was limited to cars. All cars were finished in Sparkling Black
paint, with inch Monoblock wheels. It had spoke, inch diameter alloy wheels of a new design
that were later incorporated in the facelift. Also added were blue-light front fog lamps, a 40th
Anniversary badge on each front wing and an aerodynamic rear spoiler. Exclusive sport-tuned
suspension with Bilstein dampers were added along with an enhanced urethane foam injected
front cross member intended to improve steering feel. The 40th anniversary limited editions
were slightly different in the various international markets. The Japanese version came in
Marble White as a homage to the Mazda Cosmo Sport, which was initially only available in
white. In North America, this special edition was available only in For Canada - production was
limited to cars. The interior had black leather with copper red accented door inserts. For the

Australian market, only examples of the 40th Anniversary Edition were produced in exclusively.
The interior came with exclusive white Alcantara and black leather seats with contrasting white
stitching. In the United Kingdom, this edition was limited to cars which came in two exclusive
exterior colors â€” Metropolitan Grey Mica or Crystal White Pearlescent. Seats were trimmed in
black leather with stone Alcantara midsections. In November , Mazda improved the RX-8 body
rigidity through the addition of structural reinforcements, by adding a trapezoidal shock tower
brace and enhancing the local rigidity of the front suspension tower areas. The rear suspension
geometry was revised for better handling, and the final-drive-gear ratio on manual transmission
cars was shortened from 4. While minimal, these changes gave the updated RX-8 increased
acceleration and performance. Mazda engineers claimed that the 2nd generation RX-8 was
slightly faster than the previous generation due to the lower gearing and improved suspension.
New catalytic converter was used to reduce clogging that resulted in overheating exhaust
stream forward of the catalytic converter and eventual rotor side seal failure, which was
responsible for majority of RX-8 engine failures. Ignition coil packs, which suffer reduced
performance over time and leads to unburnt fuel and oil that eventually clogs the catalytic
converter, was not upgraded from series 1 RX Due to higher usage cycle that is two to three
times higher in Wankel compared to Otto cycle, ignition coil packs on RX-8 can degrade much
sooner than Piston engines using similar hardware, and cause unburnt fuel to reach the
catalytic converter, clogging it and cause engine overheating leading to side seal springs
failure. The updated RX-8 also received design enhancements that were meant to freshen the
styling and give the RX-8 a new look, without impairing the basic design theme. Refinements for
the model year included a more aggressive restyled front and rear bumper as well as a new
front fascia. The RX-8 also offered a new five-spoke wheel design featuring a symbolic and
sporty design reminiscent of the rotary engine, with different arrangements for each wheel size.
A rear spoiler was also added dependent on the trim level selected. There were three trims
available to consumers from to Sport, Grand Touring, and R3. In , Mazda unveiled a Mazdaspeed
RX-8 equipped with racing seats, and a new aerodynamic package for the refreshed RX Mazda
however didn't end up selling any new generation Mazdaspeed editions or accessories to the
public. The R3 version was first introduced in in Japan. This version was very limited and had
the 1. The R3 model was again introduced in The R3 package added slightly improved
suspension over the base model by adding Bilstein shock absorbers and a foam filled front
crossmember to improve rigidity. It also came with inch forged aluminum-alloy wheels and high
performance tires. On the exterior, the R3 had a different, lower front bumper sporting a splitter,
lower side sills, and a standard rear spoiler. There is a pair of special Recaro seats up front,
along with the same watt Bose audio system, along with Bluetooth and the Mazda advanced
keyless entry and start system. No electric sunroof was offered in the R3 model. It is the fastest
and most expensive RX-8 ever made. The Spirit R was limited to only 1, cars and exclusively
sold in Japan. The car had two transmission choices: a 6-speed manual transmission and a
6-speed automatic with paddle shifters. Features exclusive to the RX-8 Spirit R were bi-xenon
headlamps, 4 piston front and rear red brake calipers, high performance Bridgestone Potenza
summer tires, a 7. Mazda reworked a lot of the engine and related electronics in order to enable
the engine to have the highest amount of peak power. A high-pressure fuel pump was added, as
was a larger radiator with faster fans to help with cooling. The cold air intake system was
upgraded, and the S-DIAS gained a second intake port, which would open at 5, rpm to allow
more air into the engine. The oil-metering pump was upgraded to provide more oil to the rotors.
A less restricted stainless steel exhaust was added with larger 3. A Tochigi Fuji torque
vectoring limited-slip differential was added. A bespoke track-ready suspension with Bilstein
dampers and a urethane-foam-injected front suspension cross member was added. Mazda also
focused on reducing weight. The front hood, rear doors and boot lid were made from aluminum.
A magnesium steering frame, together with a lightweight carbon fiber prop shaft, was also
added. The automatic transmission model included way adjustable power leather seats with
lumbar support and 2-position memory in black with red stitching, and inch lightweight BBS
dark gunmetal alloy wheels wrapped in Bridgestone Potenza summer tires. Some models came
with red leather seats with white stitching. A tire upgrade was also available, swapping the
Bridgestone's for higher performance Falken extreme summer tires. The automatic models
could be specified with the manual transmission model's Recaro bucket seats and inch wheels.
Sales of the RX-8 ended in in Europe after failing to meet the region's emission standards. The
production of the RX-8 ended in in Japan. Mazda has produced , units since The warranty
extension covers only the engine core which consists of the rotor housing and internal parts as
well as the seals and gaskets. It does not include clutch or drive train transmission or
differential. An extended engine warranty for emissions was not offered in any other RX-8
markets. The RX-8 has been campaigned and used in various racing series by privateers. It has

seen a considerable amount of success, the most prominent of which being the and 24 Hours of
Daytona GT-class wins campaigned by SpeedSource Race Engineering. This victory also marks
the 23rd endurance race win at Daytona by a Mazda rotary-powered race car. While the cars are
powered by the 20B rotary engines, the car is in fact built on a tube frame chassis and not on
the production car. The category was renamed in to the Mazda Racing Series and now some of
the largest grids in the country. Developed in two years, the class was designed to provide the
cheapest way of going racing in a performance car. The class stipulates that the RX-8 entering
the race must have a valid MOT and retain creature comforts such as air con, heater and stereo,
therefore allowing the car to be used as a daily driver, as well as to and from the race track. It
was named on Car and Driver magazine's Ten Best list for , , and It also took home 1st place on
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Mazda workshop manuals. Such information can be very rational in use by the owners of the
Mazda RX-8 , in case of the need for repair or maintenance work. There are procedures for
checking the parameters in the connectors of electronic control units for engine management
systems, automatic transmissions, ABS, DSC, EPS and air conditioning systems. Tips and
instructions for repair, maintenance and operation contained in the book will help the owner of
the car in preparation for the procedure of technical inspection, as well as a collection of
valuable, necessary, and often simply irreplaceable information in the case of repairs in a
normal garage workshop The operations at the service station will have a very important and
useful advisory function. In addition, the manual materials will help the user to select the
necessary spare parts Mazda RX Separate sections of the workshop manual include operating
instructions for the Mazda RX-8 , recommendations for maintenance, electrical equipment
schemes wiring diagrams , descriptions of checks on electrical components of various machine
configuration options. This workshop manual will be useful to all owners of Mazda RX-8 ,
mechanics, specialists of the service station, repair shops and employees of car services. All
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